Americans are mobilizing in increasing numbers against nuclear war. Ronald Reagan's cavalier talk of "limited nuclear war" and possible use of first-strike weapons has given the movement for a nuclear freeze and disarmament a new urgency and importance.

Despite record unemployment, Reagan is spending billions of tax dollars to build up our nuclear arsenal instead of creating jobs and funding needed social programs.

Reagan is not only stockpiling nuclear weapons here, he is also actively assisting other countries to develop their nuclear arsenals as well. One such country is the brutal white minority regime of South Africa to which Reagan has given economic and political support. That regime rules over its Black majority through apartheid—an institutional system of racism enforced by an oppressive police state.

Reagan's support for South Africa and his advocacy of more nuclear weapons are part of the same policy. It is a Cold War policy of military confrontation and intervention, and support for any regime which professes to be anti-communist, no matter how brutal its rule.

Reagan's nuclear collaboration with South Africa is a grave threat to the survival of this planet. It is a collaboration we must stop.
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On the night of September 22, 1979, a US Vela satellite detected an intense flash of light in the South Atlantic off the coast of South Africa. Many scientists and intelligence officials suspected a nuclear explosion. The CIA told select members of Congress it strongly suspected that South Africa and Israel were responsible and that a task force of South African warships had conducted secret exercises in the same area as the double flash. Yet, the Carter Administration refused to state categorically that it suspected South Africa of exploding a nuclear bomb.

Two years earlier, the Carter Administration had evidence South Africa was preparing a nuclear test. On August 6, 1977, the Soviet government told the White House that Pretoria was preparing to explode a nuclear device in the Kalahari Desert. US, British, French, and West German intelligence confirmed this finding. Pretoria was told not to explode the bomb. On August 23, however, President Carter told the press that he had “assurances” from Pretoria the structures in the Kalahari were not intended for a nuclear test.

Carter equivocated because these events starkly spotlighted something highly embarrassing to US and European governments: the apartheid bomb had become a reality. Three decades of Western assistance in building South Africa’s nuclear program had mushroomed.

“We can ascribe our degree of advancement today in large measure to the training and assistance so willingly provided by the United States. . . .”
— A.I. Roux, President of South African Atomic Energy Board, 1976

South Africa’s acquisition of nuclear weapons capability is part of a larger picture of Western political, economic, technological, and military support for white minority rule. This support has strengthened the Pretoria regime as it has instituted increasingly sophisticated forms of repression and control over the Black majority population struggling for its liberation. The Apartheid Bomb marks a new era in Pretoria’s military and political dominance in Africa.

South Africa has access to vast reserves of raw uranium, but that is not enough to produce a nuclear weapon. Pretoria has needed the West’s advanced technology and materials as well to achieve its nuclear weapons potential. As a result, Pretoria can:
1. Use the highly enriched uranium (that is, raw uranium enriched so that it consists of about 90% or more of the isotope Uranium-235), supplied to it by the US until 1975 for the SAFARI I research reactor, to make an atom bomb. The same type of bomb was used to destroy Hiroshima in 1945.
2. Use plutonium which is a byproduct of both the SAFARI I research reactor and the Koeberg power reactor. When the reactor waste is reprocessed to remove other materials present, the plutonium can be used in an atom bomb (the same type of bomb which destroyed half of Nagasaki in 1945).
3. Enrich its own raw uranium to weapons grade in its Valindaba pilot enrichment plant to make an atom bomb. However, that plant is still in its beginning stages and thus cannot produce large amounts of bomb material.

President Reagan and South African Foreign Minister Pik Botha meet to discuss nuclear relations in May 1981.

History of Collaboration

Western nuclear collaboration with South Africa began in 1945 when Britain and the US were searching for a reliable supplier of raw uranium for their nuclear weapons programs. Pretoria was the ideal partner with its vast uranium reserves in South Africa and occupied Namibia, and a cheap labor force of miners under tight, state control. The US and Britain bought all of South Africa’s uranium and totally financed the development of its uranium mining and processing industries. Pretoria benefitted immensely from huge revenues and increased Western reliance on its natural resources, and used these advantages to further its own nuclear program.

Washington was happy to oblige Pretoria’s desire for its own nuclear industry. In 1957, as part of Eisenhower’s “Atoms for Peace” program, the US and South Africa signed an agreement whereby the US provided South Africa with technical nuclear training, its first research reactor, SAFARI I, and the highly enriched, weapons-grade uranium to fuel it. (SAFARI I was completed in 1965 and the US supplied South Africa weapons grade uranium for the reactor until 1975. With this assistance, South Africa was able to build its own research reactor, SAFARI II, by 1967. The two reactors are located at the Pelindaba facility north of Johannesburg. (‘Pelindaba’ is a Zulu expression meaning ‘We don’t talk about this any more.’)

Pretoria continued to expand its nuclear program—including its ability to make nuclear weapons—by building the Valindaba pilot uranium enrichment plant with US and West German assistance in 1975. (‘Valindaba’ means ‘We don’t talk about this at all.’) Later that year, Pretoria announced its intention to build a large commercial enrichment facility with the hope of becoming a major enriched uranium exporter in the 1980s.

In 1976, work began near Cape Town on building South Africa’s first commercial nuclear power reactor, Koeberg. Built by the French consortium, Framatome, Koeberg started up in 1984.

South Africa’s Nuclear Weapons Capacity

The Western countries attempt to justify their collaboration as assistance to South Africa’s nuclear energy program. South Africa designed that program to make it energy self-sufficient and able to resist an international oil boycott or other economic sanctions. Yet, “peaceful” nuclear power and nuclear weapons are just two sides of the same coin.
Nuclear reactor technology was originally designed to produce plutonium for nuclear weapons. As nuclear critic Amory Lovins has noted: "[N]uclear reactors are essentially bomb factories that produce electricity as a by-product." When the Koeberg power reactor is running at full capacity, it will produce enough plutonium to produce an atom bomb every two weeks. Furthermore, the SAFARI I research reactor already runs on weapons-grade uranium. While these two reactors are under International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards, many experts have noted the laxness of IAEA oversight, making diversion of materials for nuclear weapons possible if a government so chooses. Furthermore, South Africa has refused to sign the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty or to submit its enrichment plant to any safeguards. Pretoria has already indicated Valindaba can enrich uranium to weapons-grade. In this context, there can be no peaceful nuclear collaboration with South Africa.

Why the Bomb?
South Africa hopes to gain great political and military benefits by simply possessing nuclear weapons and developing an extensive nuclear industry. Pretoria realized early on that its survival could be prolonged if it could create a greater Western dependence on its raw uranium supply and other natural resources. In addition, by threatening use of the bomb, Pretoria could effectively block international efforts to impose sanctions on it for its racist policies. Its politics of intimidation could also stonewall African support for the liberation struggle to eliminate apartheid.

South Africa has always seen itself on the frontline defending the West against communism, a view that most US administrations have shared. If Western assistance continues, South Africa could develop and use tactical nuclear weapons as part of its "total strategy" to retain power. Pretoria might use such weapons on a neighboring country hoping to destabilize it or to weaken the liberation movements struggling for freedom. Or Pretoria might use the bomb on South African territory if it felt its hold on power was on the verge of collapse. As one Johannesburg lawyer told the New York Times in 1977: "As far as the Afrikaans are concerned, a South Africa that is not governed by them is not worth preserving."

Reagan and the Apartheid Bomb
Despite this overwhelming threat to the survival of the world, the Reagan Administration has increased nuclear assistance to South Africa by allowing exports of computers and other high technology goods to Pretoria’s nuclear program. It has also negotiated with South Africa for the resumption of enriched uranium supplies, cut off when Congress passed the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act in 1978, and allowed Pretoria to acquire needed enriched uranium from Europe through two US brokering companies for its Koeberg

(continued on page 6)
Making the Bomb:
US Companies are Crucial

Since the late 1940s, US companies have helped maintain white minority rule in South Africa through aid to strategic sectors of its economy. US loans have given South Africa crucial foreign exchange for making military-related purchases abroad. US advanced technology, especially computers, has helped white South Africa control its majority Black population. Oil provided by US companies has fueled its war machine.

US corporations have also provided South Africa with the technology, equipment, materials and scientific training needed to create the Apartheid Bomb.

Why do US corporations provide such direct support to a government known for its racial denial of basic human and democratic rights, and its high-risk potential for developing nuclear weapons? Why do they continue to violate UN Decree Number One (1974) which demands that corporations stop exploiting Namibian uranium and other natural resources until majority rule is attained?

A central reason for such collaboration is simple: profits! South Africa can afford to pay high prices for nuclear-related technology and offer high profits to US investors because of the low wages and minimal health and safety standards it provides its Black workers.

Under Apartheid, Black uranium workers:
• have virtually no job security; they are only allowed to contract for 11 months of work at a time and must reapply to work in the mines each year.
• are not allowed under "influx control" laws to live with their families near the mines, destroying family stability.
• earned in 1980 barely one-seventh the average salary of white miners, since almost all skilled mining jobs are still reserved for whites by law.
• cannot strike or "break" their work contract under the law; those that do risk jail, fines and being blacklisted or excluded from working in the mines.
• enjoy virtually no job or health benefits; an International Labor Organization report on Black miners detailed their lack of paid or sick days, frequent 6-day workweeks, and unbearable "prison-like conditions" of confinement, excessive heat, noise and dirt in which they were forced to work.

Those Black workers who mine uranium face unique health hazards working South African deep level and Namibian open pit mines. One Namibian uranium miner described his working conditions:
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1945. Joint research program set up to recover SA uranium deposits to fuel US/UK nuclear weapons programs.

Nov. 23, 1950. SA Atomic Energy Board (AEB), US and Britain agree on joint large-scale uranium production.

July 8, 1957. SA and US sign 50-year Agreement on Nuclear Cooperation under “Atoms for Peace” program.


1961. AEB begins uranium enrichment research; SA purchases US Allis-Chalmers reactor (SAFARI I).


March 1965. SAFARI I becomes operative.

Aug. 1965. SA Prime Minister Verwoerd admits nuclear program has military uses.

1967. SA-built Pelindaba Zero (SAFARI II) starts up.

July 20, 1970. SA Prime Minister Vorster announces SA discovery of “unique” method of enriching uranium; Uranium Enrichment Corporation (UCOR) set up to build Valindaba pilot enrichment plant.

April 12, 1971. AEB President Roux says new enrichment process will enable SA to make its own nuclear weapons.


Dec. 13, 1974. UN Decree Number One demands end to exploitation of Namibian uranium and other resources.

1975. Ford Administration holds up shipment of highly enriched uranium for SAFARI I.


Oct. 1976. GE tender to build KOEBERG reactors supported by Ford Administration but dropped after Congressional opposition; SA signs with French consortium FRAMATOME.

Feb. 1977. Information Minister Mulder, asked if SA had the bomb, states: “If we are attacked, no rules apply at all if it comes to a question of our existence. We will use all means at our disposal whatever they may be.”

June 1977. OAU Council of Ministers calls on governments involved to terminate nuclear collaboration with SA; IAEA members expel SA from governing board.

June 1977. Carter Administration continues policy of no highly enriched uranium fuel for SAFARI I.

Aug. 6, 1977. USSR contacts US, Britain, France and West Germany with information on Kalahari nuclear test preparation, requests joint effort to stop test. Four powers concur that SA is preparing a nuclear blast (Carter later reports SA assurances not to use Kalahari site for tests).


April 1978. A 1974 CIA document reveals SA “could advance with a nuclear weapons program if seriously threatened.”

Sept. 1979. NNPA takes effect requiring full-scale safeguards as condition for enriched uranium exports.

Sept. 22, 1979. US Vela satellite records double flash of light (signature for nuclear explosion) in South Atlantic. Three days later, Prime Minister Botha says, “we have military weapons they do not know about.”


April 29, 1981. SA announces it can enrich uranium to fuel SAFARI I.

May 1981. Foreign Minister Pik Botha visits Washington to discuss nuclear relations with Reagan Administration, presses for resumption of enriched uranium supplies.


March 26, 1982. Commerce Department approves export to SA of Control Data computer with nuclear weapons uses.

May 1982. Commerce Department proposes export of Helium-3 (when irradiated, can be used as component for atom bomb); announces export of 5 types of dual-use nuclear equipment to SA over past 2-year period.

Oct. 1982. Representative Charles Rangel (D-NY) introduces legislation (HR 1020, now HR 1133) to ban nuclear exports to South Africa.


US Companies are Crucial
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"Working in open air, under hot sun, in the uranium dust produced by grinding machines we are also exposed to the ever-present cyclonic wind which is blowing in this desert. Consequently our bodies are covered with dust and one can hardly recognize us. We are inhaling this uranium dust into our lungs and many of us have already suffered the effect . . . Our bodies are cracking and sore . . . There is no hospital, bathing, swimming . . . or privacy and we are not allowed to discuss matters of mutual interest."

These inhuman conditions forced on Black Namibians and South Africans have fueled growing Black protest. Black labor unions are playing an increasingly central role in the struggle for majority rule and greater social equity.

US Corporations are Endangering Our Security

US corporations have become more involved in South Africa's nuclear industry as greater unionization and stricter environmental laws have hit them at home. From the beginning, their involvement has been primarily a byproduct of the US nuclear weapons program and US strategic interests and it remains so.

The US nuclear industry and its overseas activities have reflected and shaped US strategic goals around the world since World War II. Those goals have placed concern about a nuclear holocaust and social injustice second—at home and abroad—to maintenance of US military dominance and unrestricted corporate access to "strategic" resources. A major reason for US cooperation in building the Apartheid Bomb is to ensure unrestricted access to South African and Namibian uranium and other strategic resources—regardless of the human costs to South Africa’s Black majority or to US citizens.

US corporations have helped South Africa, with Namibia, become the third largest uranium producer in the world (possibly the second by 1986). They have given South Africa the know-how and materials to make nuclear weapons. They have enabled South Africa to deter international pressures for change and more effective support for the struggle for freedom inside South Africa. By undermining non-proliferation efforts, our government and corporations have endangered our security while prolonging white minority rule and encouraging Pretoria’s continued military occupation of Namibia. Can we afford to ignore this continued collaboration? ■

“Given South Africa's development of nuclear weapons and its intensifying armed expeditions and provocations against independent African states, there can be no denying that this racist regime is a threat to international peace and security.”
— Oliver Tambo, President, African National Congress, 1979

US-SA Nuclear Alliance
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reactor. This assistance is part of Reagan’s “constructive engagement” policy designed to befriend Pretoria and provide it with increased economic, political, and military aid. Reagan has increased this nuclear assistance at the expense of deteriorating relations with Black Africa, which has repeatedly condemned the cozy relationship between Washington and Pretoria. The administration is not naive about Pretoria’s nuclear weapons capability and how these exports strengthen it: in October 1982, a State Department spokesman concurred that South Africa has, or is "very close" to having, the bomb, and that Pretoria wants US technology to assist it further. Just as the Reagan Administration spends billions of dollars increasing its nuclear arsenal at the expense of domestic social programs, so it openly supports the apartheid regime building its own nuclear arsenal at the expense of its Black majority, the African continent, and, perhaps, the whole world. ■

Resources

"Down the Yellowcake Road," a videotape produced for British TV on Namibian uranium mining and transport. 20 min. Available from American Friends Service Committee, 1501 Cherry St., Philadelphia, PA 19102, (215) 241-7165. $15.


"South Africa-The Nuclear File," a film by Peter Davis. Details US and West German nuclear collaboration with Pretoria. 54 min. (1979), 16 mm. Available from Villon Films, PO Box 14144, Seattle, WA 98144, (206) 325-8610, and American Friends Service Committee. $25-$75.


Additional copies of this leaflet are available for: 25¢ ea. for 1-10; 15¢ ea. for 11-50; 10¢ ea. for over 50 copies.
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